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a b s t r a c t

In this work, four prompt and robust techniques have been used to introduce new

generalized models for estimation of the physical properties of pure substances, including

molecular weight and acentric factor. These methods were developed based on radial basis

function (RBF) neural networks, group method of data handling (GMDH), multilayer per-

ceptron (MLP), and least square support vector machine (LSSVM) techniques. Models were

introduced based on a set of experimental data including 563 pure compounds that were

collected from available literature. Input parameters for estimation of molecular weight

were considered as specific gravity and normal boiling point. Critical temperature, critical

pressure and normal boiling point were selected as inputs for estimation of the acentric

factor. Statistical and graphical error analyses normal boiling point revealed that all of the

developed models are accurate. The designed RBF models give the most accurate results

with an AAPRE of 5.98% and 1.92% for molecular weight and acentric factor, respectively.

The developed GMDH models are in the form of simple correlations, which can be used

easily in hand calculation problems without any need to computers. Comparison of the

developed models with the available methods showed that all of the developed models are

more accurate than the existing methods. Using the relevancy factor, the impact of each

input parameter on the output results was determined. Additionally, to find out the

applicability region of the developed models, and to demonstrate the reliability of the

models, the Leverage method has been used. There are few data out of the applicability

domain of the proposed models. All the statistical and graphical resolutions, demonstrate
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the reliability of the developed models in estimating the molecular weight and acentric

factor.

© 2017 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

The behavior of each fluid is determined by the behavior of its

constituents. Studying this behavior is of paramount impor-

tance in managing the various systems such as chemical and

petroleum industries. Hence, fully understanding the molec-

ular behavior of various compounds is very important. In

order to design many chemical and petrochemical processes,

developing new techniques for determination of the physical

properties of these constituents is highly important [1]. These

properties could be applied in the following applications:

(1) To specify the constants of equations of state to model

the phase behavior of various systems including re-

fineries and petrochemical processes [2,3].

(2) To model the fluid transport properties in different

systems such as oil and gas production and distribution

[2,3].

(3) To specify the thermal properties of various com-

pounds, including heat of combustion, enthalpy, and

viscosity [4].

Determining such properties, might be very challenging

and also costly, or in some situations, impossible, since the

components may degrade prior to reaching the desired con-

ditions. This limitation leads to application of predicting

techniques for supplying these properties in the lack of

experimental data [1]. The precision of thermodynamic

models highly depends on the estimation of pure compounds'
properties. Molecular weight and acentric factor are the most

important correlating parameters for the transport properties

[5]. Over the past years, various models were introduced for

estimation of these parameters. Lee and Kesler [6] developed

two correlations with regard to reduced boiling point range, to

estimate the acentric factor as a function of the critical tem-

perature, critical pressure, and boiling point based. The

developed Lee and Kesler [6] correlations have the following

formula:

For Tbr � 0:8:

For Tbr � 0:8:

u ¼ �7:904þ 0:1352Kw � 0:007465K2
w þ 8:359Tbr

þ ð1:408� 0:01063KwÞ=Tbr (2)

In the above equations, u stands for the acentric factor, Pc
denotes the critical pressure, Tbr is the reduced boiling point

which is defined as the ratio of normal boiling point to critical

temperature and Kw is the Watson characterization factor

defined by Eq. (3) [7].

Kw ¼ ð1:8TbÞ1=3
SG

(3)

where Tb represents the normal boiling point and SG is the

specific gravity.

Edmister [8] developed a simple equation for estimating

acentric factor with the same input parameters as considered

by Lee and Kesler [6] method:

u ¼
�
3
7

�
�
�

Tbr

1� Tbr

�
�
�
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1:01325

��
� 1 (4)

Korsten [9] modified Edmister methods and proposed the

following equation:

u ¼ 05899
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More recently, Hosseinifar and Jamshidi [10] proposed a

simple correlation for estimation of some thermophysical

properties of pure compounds including, acentric factor and

molecular weight. In their proposedmethod, acentric factor is

considered as a function of two input parameters, which can

be either of specific gravity and molecular weight or specific

gravity and normal boiling point. Moreover, molecular weight

is considered as function of specific gravity and normal boiling

point. Hosseinifar and Jamshidi method [10], which was

developed based on a data set of 255 pure compounds, has the

following formulation:

fðfðSGÞ; xÞ ¼
�
a$fðSGÞbxc þ d$fðSGÞexf

�g
(6)

where:

fðSGÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3þ 2� SG
3� SG

r
(7)

In the above equations, f is the property which can be

molecular weight or acentric factor, x is an input parameter

which can be substituted by molecular weight or normal

boiling point and a, b, c, d, e, f and g are adjustable

parameters.

There are also other methods and equations available for

estimation of acentric factor. For instance, Lin and Chao [11]

u ¼ �ln Pc=1:01325� 5:92714þ 6:09648=Tbr þ 1:28862 ln Tbr � 0:169347T6
br

15:2518� 15:6875=Tbr � 13:4721 ln Tbr þ 0:43577T6
br

(1)
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